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Mitral Cells in the Olfactory Bulb Are Mainly Excited through
a Multistep Signaling Path
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Within the olfactory system, information flow from the periphery onto output mitral cells (MCs) of the olfactory bulb (OB) has been
thought to be mediated by direct synaptic inputs from olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs). Here, we performed patch-clamp measurements in rat and mouse OB slices to investigate mechanisms of OSN signaling onto MCs, including the assumption of a direct path, using
electrical and optogenetic stimulation methods that selectively activated OSNs. We found that MCs are in fact not typically activated by
direct OSN inputs and instead require a multistep, diffuse mechanism involving another glutamatergic cell type, the tufted cells. The
preference for a multistep mechanism reflects the fact that signals arising from direct OSN inputs are drastically shunted by connexin
36-mediated gap junctions on MCs, but not tufted cells. An OB circuit with tufted cells intermediate between OSNs and MCs suggests that
considerable processing of olfactory information occurs before its reaching MCs.

Introduction
Mitral cells (MCs) are a major output channel of the olfactory
bulb (OB), sending signals to various olfactory cortical structures
(Shepherd et al., 2004). In terms of signaling from the periphery
onto MCs, it is widely believed that information flow occurs at
direct synaptic connections from olfactory sensory neurons
(OSNs) onto MCs. However, there is only weak evidence supporting the assumption that direct OSN inputs can drive action
potentials (spikes) in MCs. While recent ultrastructural studies
suggest that OSN-to-MC synaptic contacts may exist (Kosaka et
al., 2001; Najac et al., 2011), whether such contacts can elicit
spikes may be limited by a low number of synapses or if synaptic
signals are modulated by the postsynaptic dendrite (Stuart and
Spruston, 1998). Reports exist of kinetically fast electrical signals
at the MC soma, the likely site of spike initiation under most
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conditions, following stimulation in the olfactory nerve (ON)
layer (Chen et al., 1997; Djurisic et al., 2008; De Saint Jan et al.,
2009; Najac et al., 2011). However, these signals could represent
fast glutamate receptor-dependent “lateral” excitation between
MCs (Schoppa and Westbrook, 2002; Urban and Sakmann, 2002;
Pimentel and Margrie, 2008) rather than monosynaptic OSN
transmission. Stimulation in the ON layer near a glomerulus
could inadvertently excite the apical dendrite(s) of one or more
MCs, resulting in glutamate release from these MCs, and MCto-MC lateral excitation.
Further confounding the question of how OSNs signal to MCs
is recent physiological evidence for alternate, multistep forms of
signaling. One subgroup of glutamatergic tufted cells in OB, the
external tufted (ET) cells in the glomerular layer, receive strong
direct OSN inputs (Hayar et al., 2004b; Murphy et al., 2004), are
activated at lower intensities of ON stimulation than MCs (De
Saint Jan et al., 2009), and also can transmit glutamatergic signals
to MCs (Zhou and Belluscio, 2008; De Saint Jan et al., 2009), all
factors that make them well suited to mediate excitation of MCs.
In addition, ON stimulation elicits a “long-lasting depolarization” (LLD), which is a polysynaptic excitatory event synchronized across all MCs at a glomerulus (Carlson et al., 2000;
Schoppa and Westbrook, 2001). The relative importance of direct versus multistep mechanisms for activating MCs is unresolved, and much emphasis has remained on the importance of
direct OSN signals (Najac et al., 2011).
Here, we used a functional approach to assess the contribution
of direct versus multistep mechanisms of signaling from OSNs
onto MCs, with patch-clamp recordings in rodent OB slices. To
ensure selective stimulation of OSNs, avoiding MC-to-MC lateral excitation, we used weaker electrical stimuli, and also recorded light-evoked signals from transgenic mice that selectively
express channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) in OSNs. We provide evi-
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dence that most MCs in fact fail to receive significant direct OSN
signals at their cell bodies and that such signaling is much more
prominent on different classes of tufted cells. This difference in
direct signaling reflects different levels of shunting by gap junctions. While MCs receive weak direct OSN signals, they receive
strong signals through a tufted cell-mediated path.

Materials and Methods
All experiments were conducted under protocols approved by the Animal Care and Use Committees of the University of Colorado, Anschutz
Medical Campus, and Columbia University Medical Center.
Electrophysiological recordings in rat OB slices. Horizontal slices (300 –
400 m) were prepared from OBs of Sprague Dawley rats of either sex
(P10 –P30) following general isoflurane anesthesia and decapitation, as
described previously (Schoppa et al., 1998). Bulb slices were viewed using
an upright Axioskop 2FS microscope (Carl Zeiss) with differential interference contrast optics video microscopy and a CCD camera. Cells were
visualized with a 40⫻ water-immersion objective. All experiments were
done at 32–35°C.
The base extracellular recording solution contained the following (in
mM): 125 NaCl, 25 NaHCO3, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 25 glucose, 3 KCl, 2 CaCl2, 1
MgCl2, pH 7.3, and was oxygenated (95% O2, 5% CO2). Patch pipettes for
whole-cell recordings (5–7 M⍀) contained 125 K-gluconate, 2 MgCl2, 0.025
CaCl2, 1 EGTA, 2 NaATP, 0.5 NaGTP, 10 HEPES, pH 7.3 with KOH. Some
recordings used to assess OSN-EPSCs in MCs (n ⫽ 3) were done using
cesium in the pipette; results obtained were similar to K. In some whole-cell
recordings in ET/MC pairs (see Figs. 7, 8), 30 mM glutamic acid was added to
the pipette to stabilize glutamatergic transmission (Ma and Lowe, 2007). In
voltage-clamp recordings of responses to OSN stimulation, a holding potential (Vhold ⫽ ⫺70 to ⫺80 mV) just above ECl (⫺89 mV) was chosen to avoid
contaminating inward currents by GABAA receptor-mediated events;
evoked currents were also completely blocked by 2,3-dioxo-6-nitro-1,2,3,4tetrahydrobenzo[f]quinoxaline-7-sulfonamide (NBQX) (10 M) and DL-AP5
(100 M; n ⫽ 4). Loose cell-attached (LCA) patch recordings were made with
patch pipettes filled with extracellular solution.
Current and voltage signals were recorded with Axopatch 200B or
Multiclamp 700A amplifiers (Molecular Devices), low-pass filtered at
1–2 kHz, and digitized at 10 kHz. ON stimulation was done by placing a
broken-tip patch pipette (10 m diameter) in the ON layer, 50 –100 m
superficial to the target glomerulus of the test cell. Brief pulses (100 s)
triggered by a stimulus isolation unit were applied, with an interstimulus
interval of 20 s. Data were acquired using AxographX.
Morphological analysis of the cells, including determination of target
glomeruli, was done for whole-cell recordings by including Alexa 488
(100 M) in the patch pipette. Selected MCs had apical dendrites targeted
to glomeruli at the slice surface, which facilitated stimulation of OSNs at
target glomeruli. For LCA patch recordings of same-glomerulus MC/ET
cell pairs in Figure 2, target glomeruli of MCs were first determined by
dye loading MC cell bodies via single-cell electroporation (1 mM Alexa
488 in electroporating pipette) (Gire and Schoppa, 2009). ET cells were
then selected based on their proximity to the target glomeruli of the MCs.
For the pair-cell image shown in Figure 1a, out-of-focus fluorescence was
removed with a Frangi-type morphological filter.
Cell types were defined based on several criteria. ET cells had an
ellipsoid-shaped cell body (diameter, ⱖ10 m) in the glomerular layer
and apical dendrites that filled target glomeruli. They also underwent
spontaneous spike bursts (Hayar et al., 2004a). “Superficial” middle
tufted (SMT) and “deep” middle tufted (DMT) cells had ellipsoidshaped cell bodies in the external plexiform layer (EPL) and had at least
one lateral dendrite.
Immunohistochemical analysis of ChR2-mCherry expression. Fiveweek-old mice of either sex were deeply anesthetized and decapitated.
The nasal epithelia and OBs were removed and placed in 1% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 4 h. The bulbs were further postfixed in 4% PFA overnight. Nasal epithelia were then embedded in OCT and sectioned to 20
m on an upright cryostat (Leica). Bulbs were embedded in gelatin and
sliced on a Vibratome (Leica) to 80 m. Tissue was incubated with blocking solution [5% heat-inactivated horse serum, 0.1% Triton X-100 (ep-
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ithelium) or 0.3% Triton X-100 (bulb) in PBS] and incubated at 4°C for
2 h. Chick polyclonal anti-GFP (1:1000; Abcam) and rabbit polyclonal
anti-DsRed (1:100; Clontech) antibodies were diluted in blocking solution and applied overnight at 4°C. The next day, sections were washed
and secondary Alexa 488 donkey anti-chick IgG, Alexa 555 donkey antirabbit IgG antibodies, and Neurotrace 640 (all Invitrogen) were then
added to a final dilution of 1:500 and incubated overnight at 4°C. Slices
were then washed and mounted with Vectashield mounting medium
(Vector Laboratories). Images were acquired using a Zeiss 710 scanning
confocal microscope.
Recordings of light-evoked currents in OMP-tTA/tetO-ChR2 mice. The OBs
of 4- to 5-week-old mice of either sex were quickly removed in ice-cold
artificial CSF (aCSF). Horizontal slices (300 m) were cut using a Vibratome
in a solution containing the following (in mM): 10 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 0.5 CaCl2,
7 MgSO4, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 25 NaHCO3, 10 glucose, and 195 sucrose, equilibrated with 95% O2 and 5% CO2. Slices were incubated at 34°C for 30 min in
aCSF containing the following: 125 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 1.25 mM
NaH2PO4, 25 mM NaHCO3, 25 mM glucose, 2 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, 2
Na-pyruvate. Slices were then maintained at room temperature until they
were transferred to a recording chamber on an upright microscope (Olympus Optical) equipped with a 40⫻ objective (LUMPLFLN 40XW, 0.8 NA).
The bath solution contained the GABA receptor antagonists 6-imino3-(4-methoxyphenyl)-1(6 H)-pyridazinebutanoic acid hydrobromide
(SR-95531) (10 M) and (2S)-3-[[(1S)-1-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)ethyl]
amino-2-hydroxypropyl](phenylmethyl)phosphinic acid hydrochloride
(CGP55845) (10 M) to isolate excitatory synaptic responses. Patch electrodes (3– 6 M⍀) contained the following: 130 K-methylsulfate, 5 mM NaCl,
10 HEPES, 12 phosphocreatine, 3 MgATP, 0.2 NaGTP, 0.1 EGTA, 0.2 Alexa
594 cadaverine, 0.15% biocytin. Series resistance, which was always ⬍20
M⍀, was typically compensated at 80 –95%.
Patched neurons were visualized with 590 nm light from a monochrometer and a cooled CCD camera (TILL Photonics). The recording
platform was moved such that the objective was centered over the glomerular tuft of the cell. Short (1–2 ms), collimated 470 nm light pulses
from an LED (LEDC5; Thorlabs) were delivered to the tissue through the
objective (150 –250 mW output of LED, 15–20 mW power at sample;
FWHM, ⬃300 m at the sample). Light pulses were applied every 15 s.
Voltage- and current-clamp responses were recorded with a Multiclamp
700A amplifier, filtered at 4 kHz, and digitized at 10 kHz. Data were
collected and analyzed using AxographX and IGOR Pro (Wavemetrics).
All experiments were done at 34°C. No light-evoked currents were observed in recordings done in wild-type mice (n ⫽ 5 SMT cells; n ⫽ 2
MCs), indicating specificity to ChR2 expression.
Modeling and electrophysiological recordings done to test function of gap
junctions. Simulations of the 10-MC network model to test the role of gap
junctions (see Fig. 5a) were done in NEURON (Hines and Carnevale,
1997). In the simulations, an excitatory input (conductance change with
decay  ⫽ 2 ms; reversal potential, 0 mV) was placed 5 m from the distal
end of the 200 m apical dendrite of the test MC; gap junctions were
placed at the end of the apical dendrites of all MCs. All MCs were connected by gap junctions to all other MCs in the model with a gap junctional conductance of 1.1 nS, matching the mean value observed in
experimental measurements (see Fig. 5d). Passive membrane properties
were Rm ⫽ 15,000 ⍀-cm 2; Cm ⫽ 1.0 F/cm 2; Ri ⫽ 80 ⍀-cm. The steadystate voltage in the simulations was ⫺60 mV.
Cx36 KO mice were generated as described previously (Deans et al.,
2001). Heterozygous animals (C57/B6 –129SvEv mixed background)
were mated to generate knock-out (Cx36 ⫺/⫺) pups. Cx36 KO progeny
were genotyped by PCR using primers to detect wild-type (primers A and
B in Deans et al., 2001) or KO (NEO) alleles (5⬘-TCC GGC CGC TTG
GGT GGA G-3⬘ and 5⬘-CAG GTA GCC GGA TCA AGC GTA TGC-3⬘).
Recordings were made from mouse pups of either sex at P14 –P21. Wildtype controls included Cx36 ⫹/⫹ littermates as well as unrelated C57/B6 –
129SvEv mixed background mice. Conditions for patch-clamp
recordings in MCs and tufted cells were similar to those described for rat
OB slices. For electrical stimulation of OSNs, somewhat higher intensities (30 –100 A) were used in mice compared with most recordings in
rats (7–38 A). In mice, electrical stimulation at intensities ⬍30 A
generally did not elicit observable synaptic responses.
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Data analysis. In the kinetic analysis of EPSCs evoked by OSN stimulation (both electrical and light), onset latencies were measured, except
where noted, by visual inspection, from the time point at which the
current first deviated from baseline. Because the average current traces
analyzed had high signal-to-noise, this method was deemed reliable. For
rise times, we generally measured the time it took for the current to pass
from 10 to 90% of its peak value. In the infrequent cases in which the MC
EPSC included a small fast component in addition to an LLD, reported
rise times reflect only the small early component.
In the analysis of photocurrents measured in tetrodotoxin (TTx) and
4-aminopyridine (4-AP) in Figure 4, monosynaptic signals were assessed
from the peak current recorded during the first 20 ms after light stimulation, when monosynaptic signals should have dominated the response.
Similar results were obtained if peak currents were measured during a
100 ms window. In SMT cells, control photocurrents measured in the
absence of TTx/4-AP were typically complex and biphasic, possibly reflecting the contribution of monosynaptic and polysynaptic signaling
mechanisms. We did not analyze effects of TTx/4-AP on the different
response components, as we expected that TTx/4-AP would attenuate
and prolong the kinetics of monosynaptic signaling, making it difficult to
interpret drug effects on the kinetic components; also SMT cell currents
in TTx/4-AP typically were not clearly biphasic.
In the analysis of MC currents locked to ET cell spikes (see Fig. 7c,d),
an event detection routine was first used to find spikes in ET cells; spikelocked averages were then constructed from currents aligned to all detected spikes. In the analysis, we selected response trials in which the ET
cell displayed single spikes isolated from all other spikes by 50 ms; these
differed from the most common response type in which ET cells had
rapidly occurring spike bursts after ON stimulation (see Fig. 2). This
selection procedure was done to facilitate the kinetic comparison between the ET spike and MC current, from which information about
current onset delay and rise time was obtained. Although we could not
exclude the possibility that the ET spikes observed in these trials were
spontaneously occurring, they were likely evoked by ON stimulation.
Spontaneously occurring spikes were rarely observed during a 1 s period
that preceded ON stimulation.
Statistical significance was determined via Student’s t test. Data values
are reported as means ⫾ SE. The asterisks in the figures indicate statistical
significance at p ⬍ 0.05.

Results
Negligible direct OSN signals on MCs following electrical
stimulation
For assessing direct OSN signaling onto MCs, we first obtained
somatic recordings of EPSCs from voltage-clamped cells (Vhold ⫽
⫺70 to ⫺80 mV) in response to electrical stimulation of ON
fibers in rat OB slices (Fig. 1). To avoid inadvertently exciting MC
apical dendrites directly with the stimulating electrode, we used
weaker stimuli (7–38 A), often of identifiable OSN fiber bundles terminating in the target glomerulus of a MC (10 of 16 MC
recordings); also, stimulating electrodes were placed ⱖ50 m
from the target glomerulus of a MC. Stimulus intensities for all
experiments were chosen to be perithreshold (⬃50% success
rate) for generating the all-or-none LLD. We identified a putative
EPSC arising from direct OSN inputs (an “OSN-EPSC”), based
on a short current onset latency following stimulation (⬍4 ms
delay) and a fast rising phase (10 –90% rise time, ⬍4 ms), while
an estimate of its magnitude was obtained from the peak current
(Amp4 ms) during the first 4 ms after OSN stimulation. Based on
these criteria, the validity of which would be verified by further
experiments below (see Discussion), 13 of 16 MCs displayed no
putative OSN-EPSC distinct from the polysynaptic LLD (Fig.
1a,c–e; average onset delay across all 16 MCs, 10.8 ⫾ 2.2 ms;
10 –90% rise time, 60 ⫾ 14 ms; Amp4 ms ⫽ ⫺7 ⫾ 3 pA; n ⫽ 16),
while the other 3 MCs had small fast EPSCs (peak amplitude, ⫺5
to ⫺40 pA). These electrical stimuli also failed to elicit observable
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fast OSN-EPSPs during current-clamp recordings (n ⫽ 6 MCs).
Stronger electrical stimuli (ⱖ100 A) often evoked large (⬎200
pA) rapid-onset EPSCs in MCs (onset delay, 2.4 ⫾ 0.1 ms; n ⫽
16), but these likely had contributions from MC-to-MC lateral
excitation. During current-clamp recordings in MCs, ON stimulation at these higher intensities typically resulted in directly
evoked spikes occurring in ⬍1 ms (n ⫽ 22).
A possible explanation for the negligible OSN-EPSCs and
EPSPs in MCs is that it reflected poor stimulation of OSNs, especially given that weaker electrical stimuli were required to avoid
MC-to-MC lateral excitation. However, in recordings in ET cells,
which receive direct inputs (Hayar et al., 2004b; Murphy et al.,
2004), we found large fast OSN-EPSCs in every cell examined
(onset delay, 1.6 ⫾ 0.1 ms; 10 –90% rise time, 1.7 ⫾ 0.2 ms;
Amp4 ms ⫽ ⫺238 ⫾ 73 pA; n ⫽ 13; Fig. 1a,c–e). These included
four ET cell recordings done during simultaneous dual-cell recordings with MCs that sent apical dendrites to the same glomerulus and that lacked fast EPSCs (see “same-glomerulus”
example in Fig. 1a). Large OSN-EPSCs were also observed in all
SMT cells located in the superficial part of the EPL (within 50 m
of glomerular layer; Amp4 ms ⫽ ⫺150 ⫾ 51 pA; n ⫽ 9; Fig. 1b– e),
and in some (3 of 8) DMT cells with cell bodies in more inner
regions of the EPL (Amp4 ms ⫽ ⫺65 ⫾ 35 pA; n ⫽ 8; Fig. 1c– e).
Thus, OSN stimulation appeared to be robust (see Discussion for
further discussion).
The negligible OSN-EPSCs in MCs were also not due to passive filtering by the comparatively long trunks of their apical
dendrites (150 –250 m trunk compared with ⱕ50 m for ET
and SMT cells). Recording from the MC apical dendrite at distances ⱕ50 m from the tuft failed to reveal substantial fast OSN
signals (Amp4 ms ⫽ ⫺10 ⫾ 5 pA; n ⫽ 4; Fig. 1f ); moreover, MCs
and tufted cells had similar-sized LLDs (Fig. 1g), which, like the
OSN-EPSC, originate in the apical tuft (Carlson et al., 2000). The
specific recording conditions in our slice experiments also appeared not to be important. The combined addition of the
GABAB (CGP55845; 10 M) and dopamine (sulpiride; 100 M)
receptor antagonists, which should eliminate possible downregulatory effects on release due to residual GABA or dopamine in the
slice (Nickell et al., 1994; Aroniadou-Anderjaska et al., 2000; Ennis et al., 2001; McGann et al., 2005), did not increase fast currents in MCs (35 ⫾ 14% reduction in Amp4 ms values; n ⫽ 4).
Furthermore, raising extracellular calcium from our normal 2
mM concentration to 6 mM, which could enhance transmitter
release, did not increase fast currents (28 ⫾ 16% reduction in
Amp4 ms values; n ⫽ 4). One factor that appeared to have a modest
impact on the putative direct OSN signal was the age of the animal, as fast signals in MCs were larger in older rats at P24 –P30
(Amp4 ms ⫽ ⫺20 ⫾ 5 pA; n ⫽ 5; p ⫽ 0.013) compared with
P10 –P14 (Amp4 ms ⫽ ⫺1.8 ⫾ 0.8 pA; n ⫽ 11). However, the early
signals even in older animals were 10-fold smaller than in tufted
cells (approximately ⫺250 pA in ET cells).
A final issue addressed in this initial analysis of direct OSN
signaling was the possibility that our whole-cell patch recordings
of somatic EPSCs and EPSPs may not have provided an accurate
measure of the ability of OSNs to drive spikes in MCs. OSNs may
under some conditions elicit spikes initiated in the MC apical
dendrites (Chen et al., 1997). However, we found that MC spike
activity (Fig. 2a– c), recorded during simultaneous LCA patch
recordings from same-glomerulus MCs and ET cells (see Materials and Methods), closely matched the somatic EPSCs (Fig. 1a).
With weaker ON stimuli (10 – 40 A) similar to those used in
recordings of EPSCs, MC spikes always occurred as a delayed and
long-lasting barrage of activity (time-to-first spike, 185 ⫾ 55 ms;
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Figure 1. Assessment of direct OSN-EPSCs following electrical stimulation. ai, EPSCs recorded simultaneously from a same-glomerulus MC/ET cell pair in response to ON stimulation (20 A). The
ET cell, but not the MC, displayed a fast-occurring EPSC (arrowhead) distinct from a longer-lasting LLD. The diagonal arrows on expanded traces indicate estimated onset times for the EPSCs. All traces
in figure are averages of 4 –15 responses. aii, Images of the MC/ET cell pair from ai filled with Alexa 488 (100 M). Labeled is the target glomerulus of the two cells (dashed ring), as well as glomerular
(GL), external plexiform (EPL), and mitral cell (MCL) layers. b, EPSC evoked in an SMT cell by ON stimulation (13 A). Like the ET cell in a, the SMT cell had a distinct rapid EPSC, in addition to a slow
LLD. This cell had one prominent lateral dendrite (arrowhead on cell image). c, Summary of EPSC onset delays across all MCs (n ⫽ 16), ET cells (n ⫽ 13), SMT cells (n ⫽ 9), and DMT cells (n ⫽ 8),
plotted as a cumulative histogram. Each data point reflects one cell. d, EPSC rise times (10 –90%) across all recordings. e, Amplitudes of putative OSN-EPSCs across all recordings, estimated from the
peak (Amp4 ms) measured during the first 4 ms after ON stimulation. f, A dendritic recording of the MC response to ON stimulation (100 s, 27 A; at white arrowhead on cell image) did not reveal
a substantial fast OSN-EPSC. g, All cell types showed similar-sized LLDs (measured ⱖ30 ms after ON stimulation), also consistent with at most modest passive filtering effects by the trunk of the
apical dendrites.

n ⫽ 5), reflecting its close association with the polysynaptic LLD
(Gire and Schoppa, 2009). In contrast, ET cells had a distinct fast
component of spikes (time-to-first spike, 11 ⫾ 2 ms; n ⫽ 5; p ⫽
0.029 in comparisons with MCs), presumably driven by direct
OSN inputs, as well as a population of delayed spikes. Stimulation
at somewhat higher intensities (up to 70 A) also resulted in
delayed MC spikes (time-to-first spike, 68 ⫾ 19 ms; n ⫽ 8). OSN
stimulus patterns (four pulses separated by 10 ms) also failed to
elicit fast-onset spikes (ⱕ20 ms delay) in MCs (n ⫽ 6), providing
evidence that MC spiking does not result directly from summating OSN inputs.
Photoactivation-induced OSN signaling
We next turned to an optogenetic strategy for stimulating OSNs,
using mice that selectively expressed ChR2 in OSNs (Dhawale et
al., 2010). This method allowed us to stimulate OSNs broadly
without concern about directly activating MCs and hence MCto-MC lateral excitation. Specific expression of ChR2 in OSNs
was obtained by generating a transgenic mouse line with a bidi-

rectional tetO (Bi-tet) promoter linked to the cDNA of a ChR2mCherry construct and an NpHR-EGFP construct in the reverse
orientation (Fig. 3a) (Chuhma et al., 2011). These mice were
crossed to a mouse strain that encodes the tTA gene under the
control of the OMP promoter (OMP-IRES-tTA) (Yu et al., 2004).
OMP is specifically expressed in OSNs such that cells that activate
OMP gene transcription will express a bicistronic RNA encoding
both OMP and tTA. The expression of tTA should then direct the
synthesis of both ChR2-mCherry and NpHR-EGFP protein in all
such OSNs. As expected, mice positive for both OMP-IRES-tTA
and the tetO transgene expressed ChR2-mCherry throughout the
nasal epithelium (Fig. 3b). ChR2-mCherry expression was seen
across the apical– basal axis of OSNs in the epithelia and, importantly for our experiments, in axons of OSNs in the outer nerve
layer and glomeruli of OB.
We obtained voltage-clamp recordings from both MCs and
tufted cells (Vhold ⫽ ⫺70 mV) in acute brain slices from
double-positive (OMP-IRES-tTA and ChR2-mCherry), ChR2expressing mice (Fig. 3c). The SMT subgroup of tufted cells was
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chosen for comparisons with MCs, since
SMT cells were more easily discriminated in
mice than ET cells. Brief flashes (1–2 ms,
150 –250 mW output of LED, 15–20 mW
power at sample) of 470 nm light focused on
the target glomeruli of test cells produced
inward excitatory currents that were completely blocked by the glutamate receptor
antagonists 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline2,3-dione (CNQX) (10 M) and D-(⫺)-2amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (D-AP5)
(50 M; n ⫽ 3 SMT cells and 3 MCs). In
terms of photocurrent kinetics, most MCs
failed to display a putative OSN-EPSC occurring in ⬍4 ms (in 8 of 11 cells; mean
onset delay measured from start of light
flash, 4.7 ⫾ 0.4 ms; 10 –90% rise time,
10.8 ⫾ 5.2 ms; Amp4 ms ⫽ ⫺22 ⫾ 18 pA;
n ⫽ 11), which was in contrast to SMT
cells, which always showed fast currents
(onset delay, 2.4 ⫾ 0.1 ms; 10 –90% rise
time, 2.3 ⫾ 0.3 ms; Amp4 ms ⫽ ⫺634 ⫾
201 pA; n ⫽ 13; p ⬍ 0.01 in comparisons
of onset delays and Amp4 ms values with
MCs; Fig. 3d–f ). The presence of large
⬃600 pA currents in SMT cells occurring
in 2–3 ms was important since it confirmed that light-evoked OSN stimulation Figure 2. Direct OSN inputs fail to elicit spikes in MCs. a, Simultaneous LCA patch recordings of spike activity in a sameglomerulus MC/ET cell pair. In the four displayed trials, the ET cell spiked just after ON stimulation (30 A), as well as later in the
was very robust and, also, rapid. Thus, the response, whereas the MC had only delayed spikes. b, Cumulative histogram of spike onset delays (all spikes) for the recording in
kinetics of the photocurrents confirmed a. Note that, in the MC, all spikes are delayed, but ET cells have two distinct populations, both early spikes as well as late spikes that
that OSN signals are negligible at the cell occur with the same time course as the MC spikes. c, The delay to first spike was consistently much shorter in ET cells compared with
bodies of most MCs. There were some dif- MCs. The indicated stimulus strengths were defined by the probability that an LLD was evoked, low (10 – 40 A) when stimuli
ferences between the kinetics of the pho- were perithreshold for generating an LLD and moderate (18 –70 A) when LLDs occurred in all trials. Whether an LLD was elicited
tocurrents compared with currents was determined indirectly from whether stimuli evoked a long-lasting spike burst in the MC (Gire and Schoppa, 2009). Error bars
evoked by electrical stimulation (Fig. 1). indicate SE. *p ⬍ 0.05.
For example, the mean onset time of the
averaged ⫺25 ⫾ 11 pA (n ⫽ 10). In contrast, a 10-fold larger
MC current evoked by light (⬃5 ms) was faster than for electrical
current remained in TTx in SMT cells (residual current, ⫺244 ⫾
stimulation (⬃11 ms). This difference likely reflected the stron67 pA; n ⫽ 13; p ⫽ 0.0066 in comparisons with MCs; Fig. 4a– c).
ger stimulus to OSNs provided by light, which resulted in faster
Sufficient quantities of TTx were added, since trains of spikes
multistep OSN-to-tufted cell-to-MC signaling (see below). What
evoked by direct depolarization of MCs and SMT cells (400 pA
was most important was that the onset time for the MC photocurrent pulses; 1 s) were completely blocked (10 of 10 MCs and 13
current, while faster than for the MC current evoked by elecof 13 SMT cells). In some experiments (6 MCs and 9 SMT cells),
trical stimulation, was still generally slower than what would
D-AP5 (50 M) was added to the TTx/4-AP-containing test
be expected for monosynaptic signaling.
solution to account for possible TTx-insensitive, NMDA reThe expression of ChR2 in OSN neurons provided an addiceptor-dependent dendrodendritic excitation (Isaacson and
tional independent way to determine how much of the MC EPSC
Strowbridge, 1998). The inclusion of AP5 had no significant efreflects a direct OSN-EPSC. The currents in Figure 3c were likely
fect on residual current amplitude ( p ⫽ 0.17 for MCs; p ⫽ 0.37
initiated by light driving fast sodium spikes in OSNs, but lightfor SMT cells).
activated synaptic responses can also be evoked in the presence of
The different effects of TTx/4-AP on mitral and tufted cell
the sodium channel blocker TTx and the potassium channel
responses corroborates the main conclusion of the kinetic analyblocker 4-AP (Petreanu et al., 2009). In this case, light activates
sis, which is that most MCs have a very small direct OSN-EPSC at
ChR2 in the presynaptic terminal, which depolarizes and actitheir cell bodies, whereas tufted cells are strongly excited by direct
vates voltage-gated calcium channels coupled to the neurotransOSN inputs. It should be pointed out that our combined results
mitter release machinery. Recordings in TTx/4-AP should
do leave open the possibility that a fraction of MCs have modest
differentiate monosynaptic versus polysynaptic mechanisms,
monosynaptic OSN signals. The kinetic analysis above showed
since the latter, requiring activation of at least one intermediate
that some MCs had small-to-moderate putative OSN-EPSCs in
cell, should be much more sensitive to TTx/4-AP. As expected if
response to electrical stimuli (3 of 16 MCs) or light (3 of 11 MCs),
polysynaptic mechanisms are dominant in MCs, we found that
a result that was also seen in our TTx experiments.
TTx (1 M) and 4-AP (100 M) nearly abolished the MC photocurrent (Fig. 4a,b), as measured by peak current amplitude (5 ⫾
2% of current remaining; n ⫽ 10) or charge integral (7 ⫾ 3% of
Shunting of OSN signals by Cx36-mediated gap junctions
charge remaining; n ⫽ 10). The residual MC current in TTx (Fig.
What explains the very small direct OSN signal in MCs? Because
4c) was very small (⬍20 pA magnitude) in 7 of 10 MCs, and
recent evidence suggests that MCs may receive anatomical con-
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Figure 3. Kinetic analysis of OSN signaling driven by photoactivation of channelrhodopsin-2. a, Schematic representation of the strategy used to express ChR2-mCherry in OSNs. The transgene,
tetO-ChR2-mCherry, can be activated in sensory neurons by expression of tTA from the OMP-IRES-tTA locus. b, Expression of ChR2-mCherry in the olfactory epithelium (top panels) and ON and
glomerular layers of the OB (bottom panels). In the epithelium, ChR2 can be seen expressed in the dendritic cilia of OSNs (white arrow in mCherry panel) as well as in their basal axon bundles
(arrowhead). Glomeruli in OB are demarcated by surrounding Neurotrace-stained cell bodies. c, Photocurrents in a MC (top) and SMT cell (bottom) evoked by a 2 ms pulse of 470 nm light. In the SMT
cell, but not the MC, there was a distinct fast current occurring with a short onset. All traces in Figures 3 and 4 are averages of 6 –10 responses. d–f, Summary of EPSC measurements across 11 MCs
and 13 SMT cells. Plotted are onset delays, 10 –90% rise times, and measurements of Amp4 ms. The onset delays in d and Amp4 ms values in f were timed with respect to the start of the 2 ms light
pulse. Significant differences ( p ⬍ 0.01) were observed between MCs and SMT cells for onset delays and Amp4 ms values, but not for rise times ( p ⫽ 0.13).

tacts from OSNs (Kosaka et al., 2001; Najac et al., 2011), we
considered the possibility that the small signals recorded in the
soma reflect shunting by specific conductances in the postsynaptic dendritic membrane. For MCs, Cx36-mediated gap junctions
appear to be an excellent candidate for a conductance capable of
attenuating direct OSN signals. These gap junctions occur at a
high level on MC apical dendrites (Kosaka and Kosaka, 2004;
Christie et al., 2005), contributing to significant electrical coupling between every MC affiliated with one glomerulus (Schoppa
and Westbrook, 2002; Pimentel and Margrie, 2008). Furthermore, if one computes excitatory synaptic responses in a neural
network model that includes the experimentally observed all-to-

all coupling between MCs at a glomerulus (Fig. 5a), there is dramatic attenuation of the MC response because of the shunting
effects of gap junctions.
An additional requirement of a mechanism in which shunting
by gap junctions causes weak direct OSN signals in MCs is that
tufted cells, which have large OSN-EPSCs, are weakly coupled
electrically. This is indeed what we found. During ET cell/ET cell
pair recordings, a hyperpolarizing current injection into one cell
(⫺170 pA average amplitude; 200 – 400 ms duration) resulted in
very small signals in the other cell (Fig. 5b,c), corresponding to a
coupling coefficient of 0.5 ⫾ 0.2% (n ⫽ 4). Similar weak coupling
was observed in ET cell/MC pair recordings (average coupling
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coefficient, 0.7 ⫾ 0.1%; n ⫽ 6). These
coupling coefficients for ET cells were sixfold to eightfold smaller than values reported for MC/MC pairs [4.0 ⫾ 0.7%;
taken from the study by Schoppa and
Westbrook (2002); p ⱕ 3 ⫻ 10 ⫺5]. Differences were even more striking for the estimated gap junctional conductance
(Parker et al., 2009) (Fig. 5d), based on
pair-cell recordings involving ET cells
(0.03 ⫾ 0.01 nS, n ⫽ 4, for ET cell/ET cell
pairs; 0.05 ⫾ 0.01 nS, n ⫽ 6, for ET
cell/MC pairs) versus MC/MC pairs
(1.1 ⫾ 0.1 nS; n ⫽ 12; p ⱕ 4 ⫻ 10 ⫺6).
These conductance estimates account for
differences in input resistances for ET cells
versus MCs [input resistance values for
MC–MC pair recordings were taken from
measurements made for but not reported
in the study by Schoppa and Westbrook
(2002)].
To test the role of gap junctions in
shunting OSN signals in MCs more directly, recordings were made in Cx36 KO
mice, which lack gap junctional coupling Figure 4. Test of direct OSN signaling: sensitivity of light-evoked currents to tetrodotoxin. a, Synaptic currents in a MC (left) and
between MCs (Christie et al., 2005). In SMT cell (right) evoked by a 2 ms light pulse before and after application of TTx (1 M). The current was abolished in the MC but not
these mice, we found that OSN stimula- the SMT cell. In both experiments, the test solution included not only TTx but also 4-AP (100 M) and D-AP5 (50 M). b, Summary
tion (30 –100 A) evoked large, rapid sig- of the ratio of peak current amplitude and charge integral measured in TTx versus the control solution. Current and charge
nals in every MC tested (10 of 10 cells; measurements were made in a 20 ms window following the start of the light pulse (a, dashed boxes). c, Summary of peak residual
mean onset delay, 1.6 ⫾ 0.1 ms; 10 –90% current amplitudes in TTx for MCs (n ⫽ 10) and SMT cells (n ⫽ 13). Each data point reflects one experiment. Error bars indicate SE.
rise time, 1.3 ⫾ 0.1 ms; Amp4 ms ⫽ *p ⬍ 0.05.
⫺230 ⫾ 41 pA; n ⫽ 10; Fig. 6a,c--e). These
preting the analysis of MC OSN-EPSCs at the start of this study
OSN-EPSCs were much larger than those evoked by OSN stim(see above text). The KO data provided very good evidence that
ulation (40 –100 A) in wild-type (WT) mice (mean onset delay,
the absent OSN-EPSC in MCs from normal animals was not an
3.7 ⫾ 0.4 ms; 10 –90% rise time, 9.8 ⫾ 2.3 ms; Amp4 ms ⫽ ⫺14 ⫾
artifact of the kinetic criteria used to evaluate direct signaling,
5 pA; n ⫽ 11; p ⬍ 0.005 in comparisons of all parameters), and,
passive filtering by the long apical dendrite of MCs, nor weak
remarkably, quite similar to the EPSCs observed in tufted cells (in
stimulation of OSNs that targeted MCs. All of these possible conWT mice; onset delay, 1.7 ⫾ 0.1 ms; 10 –90% rise time, 0.83 ⫾
founds would have been present in recordings from MCs in Cx36
0.05 ms; Amp4 ms ⫽ ⫺239 ⫾ 45 pA; n ⫽ 7, including 3 ET cells
KO animals.
and 4 SMT cells; Fig. 6b– e), differing only modestly in rise times
( p ⫽ 0.018). Cx36 KO also caused concomitant changes in MC
spiking during LCA recordings (Fig. 6f ), greatly decreasing the
MCs receive strong multistep signals mediated by tufted cells
time to first spike (from 40 ⫾ 11 ms, n ⫽ 8, in WT mice to 4.4 ⫾
In the final section of our study, we sought to identify the main
0.3 ms, n ⫽ 8, in Cx36 KO; p ⫽ 0.015) and introducing a distinct
path accounting for excitation of MCs by OSNs, in the absence of
fast component of spiking presumably driven by direct OSN
a strong direct OSN-signaling mechanism. One likely alternative
inputs.
is a multistep path in which tufted cells act as an intermediary
The emergence of large OSN-EPSCs in MCs in the Cx36 KO
between OSNs and MCs. ET cells in particular receive strong
mice appeared to occur without dramatic changes in OSN condirect OSN signals (Hayar et al., 2004b; Murphy et al., 2004) and,
nectivity, as assessed from the size of the fast OSN-EPSC in tufted
within the mouse OB, direct stimulation of ET cells can result in
cells in Cx36 KO mice (Amp4 ms ⫽ ⫺333 ⫾ 50 pA; n ⫽ 6) versus
glutamatergic excitation of same-glomerulus MCs (De Saint Jan
WT mice (approximately ⫺240 pA; p ⫽ 0.15; Fig. 6g). Cx36 KO
et al., 2009). Thus, there is evidence for each step of an OSN-toalso did not dramatically alter the morphology of MCs (Fig. 6a)
ET-to-MC signaling path.
nor cell capacitance (20 ⫾ 1 pF, n ⫽ 7, in WT; 23 ⫾ 1 pF, n ⫽ 6,
In our studies in rat OB, we found first, as seen in mice, that
in Cx36 KO animals; p ⫽ 0.08). Cx36 KO did increase the MC
direct stimulation of single ET cells (25–100 ms depolarizing curinput resistance modestly (from 57 ⫾ 7 M⍀, n ⫽ 7, to 83 ⫾ 9
rent to 400 – 600 pA) in ET/MC pair-cell recordings could elicit
M⍀, n ⫽ 6; p ⫽ 0.042), which could have at least partially reunidirectional excitatory signals in MCs (Fig. 7a,b) sensitive to
flected loss of gap junctions.
the glutamate receptor blockers NBQX (10 M) and DL-AP5 (100
M; ⬎95% block in two pair-cell recordings). The MC responses
The similar OSN-EPSCs in MCs and tufted cells in Cx36 KO
were of two distinct types, either small EPSCs (mean, ⫺8.3 ⫾ 1.5
mice are consistent with a model in which OSNs form many
pA; n ⫽ 5) or much larger ones (⫺117 ⫾ 18 pA; n ⫽ 5) that
connections onto both MCs and tufted cells, but the direct OSN
reflected the polysynaptic LLD (in ⱖ20% of trials in five of five
signal onto MCs is much more shunted by gap junctions. Impairs). Because the LLD event occurs simultaneously in all MCs
portantly, the emergence of strong OSN-EPSCs in MCs in Cx36
and tufted cells at a glomerulus (Gire and Schoppa, 2009), the fact
KO animals also addressed several possible confounds in inter-
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Figure 5. Mitral cells and tufted cells exhibit strong differences in electrical coupling. a, Electrical coupling at MC apical dendrites reduces EPSPs in a 10-MC network model. In the simulations, an excitatory input (decay  ⫽ 2 ms) was placed 5 m from
the end of the 200 m apical dendrite of the test MC; gap junctions were placed at the end of the apical dendrites of all MCs. Every
MC in the model was connected to every other MC with a gap junction conductance of 1.1 nS, the mean value observed experimentally (see Materials and Methods for additional details). b, Electrical coupling measured in an ET cell/ET cell pair in response to
hyperpolarization of one ET cell (400 ms pulse of ⫺200 pA to ET cell A). The coupling coefficient for this experiment, determined
from the ratio of the hyperpolarizations in the two cells (ET cell B vs ET cell A), was ⬃0.1%. c, The average coupling coefficients in
ET cell/ET cell pair recordings and ET cell/MC pair recordings were much smaller than the ⬃4% value measured in MC/MC pair
recordings [from the study by Schoppa and Westbrook (2002)]. d, The differences in electrical coupling among ET cells and MCs
corresponded to dramatic differences in gap junctional conductance estimates. Error bars indicate SE. *p ⬍ 0.05.

that only one ET cell can drive an LLD emphasizes that tufted
cell-mediated multistep excitation is exceptionally strong. Direct
stimulation of MCs (25–100 ms depolarizing current to 400 –
1000 pA, resulting in ⱖ3 spikes), in contrast, never resulted in an
LLD (n ⫽ 5 ET/MC pairs). ET-to-MC signaling also occurred
following OSN stimulation (Fig. 7c,d). This was apparent in
MC/ET cell pair recordings as EPSCs in MCs closely locked to
single isolated spikes (separated by ⱖ50 ms) (see Materials and
Methods) in the ET cell (delay between ET cell spike and MC
current, 2.0 ⫾ 0.3 ms; 10 –90% rise time, 3.2 ⫾ 0.1 ms; peak
amplitude, ⫺5.3 ⫾ 1.5 pA; n ⫽ 4 pairs) or large-amplitude LLDs
locked to ET cell spike bursts (n ⫽ 5). Furthermore, in simultaneous measurements of spiking in ET cells and MCs in response
to OSN stimulation, ET cells displayed a distinct population of spikes
that closely matched the MC spikes (see distribution of spike times in
Fig. 2b; n ⫽ 5), as required if ET cells were exciting MCs.
How do tufted cells signal to MCs? Because there is no evidence for direct glutamatergic synapses between tufted cells and
MCs, ET-to-MC signaling likely reflects an indirect signaling
event in which glutamate diffuses a significant distance before
activating MC glutamate receptors (Fig. 8a). To test this hypoth-

esis, we examined the effect of the lowaffinity, competitive glutamate receptor
antagonist ␥-D-glutamylglycine (␥DGG). This drug, which blocks glutamate
receptors when the glutamate concentration is low, should, at specific concentrations, selectively reduce an EPSC mediated
by receptors that are distant from a glutamate release site while leaving unaffected
direct synaptic signals (Wadiche and Jahr,
2001; Satake et al., 2006). Indeed, consistent
with ET-to-MC excitation reflecting diffuse
signaling, we found that ␥-DGG (500 M)
reduced the ET-to-MC EPSC (sub-LLD responses) evoked by direct ET cell stimulation (62 ⫾ 9% reduction in charge; n ⫽ 4;
p ⫽ 0.006; Fig. 8b,c) but not the OSN-to-ET
cell EPSC evoked by OSN stimulation (19 ⫾
13% amplitude reduction by 500 M
␥-DGG; n ⫽ 5; p ⫽ 0.23). A differential sensitivity between ET-to-MC and OSN-to-ET
cell excitation was specific to the low-affinity
antagonist, not being observed for NBQX
(10 M) plus DL-APV (100 M; ⬎95% block
for ET-to-MC excitation, n ⫽ 2; 95 ⫾ 2%
block of the OSN-to-ET cell EPSC, n ⫽ 4).
In addition to affecting the MC EPSC
evoked by direct ET cell stimulation,
␥-DGG also reduced the MC EPSC evoked
by OSN stimulation (71 ⫾ 5% reduction in
charge integral for sub-LLD responses; n ⫽
4; Fig. 8c,d). Thus, diffuse signaling dominates under conditions in which signaling is
initiated by OSNs as well as direct stimulation of ET cells.

Discussion
In our study, experiments were done in
OB slices from rats and transgenic mice to
examine the relative contribution of direct versus multistep mechanisms of excitatory signaling from OSNs to MCs.

Negligible direct signaling from OSNs onto MCs
In contrast to the prevailing view, we found that MCs do not
receive substantial direct electrical signals from OSNs capable of
driving spikes. This conclusion was based, first, on the kinetics of
the MC response to OSN stimulation in whole-cell patch recordings from the MC soma. Most MCs did not have EPSCs with the
rapid onset and rise time kinetics (⬍4 ms) predicted for direct
signaling. In addition, the MC EPSC was sensitive to two pharmacological manipulations, including TTx, which should selectively inhibit polysynaptic mechanisms, as well as ␥-DGG, which
should act on diffuse rather than direct synaptic mechanisms.
The failure to observe significant OSN-EPSCs in MCs was not an
artifact of our 4 ms kinetic criteria, as we could record large, fast
EPSCs within 2 ms after OSN stimulation in tufted cells and,
more importantly, in MCs themselves with recordings done in
Cx36 KO mice. The lack of significant OSN-EPSCs in MCs was
also not due to poor stimulation of OSNs since (1) strong OSNEPSCs could be observed in ET cells during simultaneous recordings from same-glomerulus MCs and ET cells; (2) most MCs did
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Figure 6. Cx36-mediated gap junctions shunt direct OSN signals on MCs. a, Example recordings (averages of 10 –15 responses) from a MC in Cx36 KO mice (top) and WT mice (bottom). Note that,
in KO mice, MCs have a large, rapid current absent in WT mice. b, Recording from an SMT cell from WT mice. c– e, Summary of EPSC measurements across 10 MCs in Cx36 KO mice, 11 MCs in WT mice,
and 7 tufted cells (3 ET, 4 SMT cells) in WT mice. Plotted are onset delays (c), 10 –90% rise times (d), and Amp4 ms values (e). f, OSNs directly drive spikes in MCs in Cx36 KO mice. fi shows four
superimposed trials in MCs from KO mice (top) that included rapid-occurring spikes, absent in WT mice (bottom). The distribution of spike times in KO mice (fii) had a clear rapid component (open
arrow). g, Cx36 KO did not significantly affect the amplitude of the OSN-EPSC in tufted cells, suggesting that OSN connectivity was not dramatically affected by KO. Error bars indicate SE.

not display significant fast signals in response to light stimulation
of ChR-expressing OSNs, which activated OSNs broadly and specifically; and (3) all MCs in Cx36 KO mice had large, fast OSNEPSCs under identical OSN stimulation conditions.
Based on an analysis of MC response kinetics and TTx
sensitivity, we found a subset of MCs, 20 –30% of the total,
with small-to-moderate putative direct OSN EPSCs. However,
the functional significance of these signals is unclear, and, indeed,
in cell-attached recordings from MCs, we found that direct OSN
signals were never successful at driving spikes (Fig. 2). Also, however one interprets the putative direct OSN signal in MCs, it is
important to point out that direct OSN signals were much larger
in tufted cells, by a factor of 10 –30 depending on the analysis
method. The difference in size of the direct OSN signal in mitral
versus tufted cells contributes to a multistep path being much
more important in activation of MCs (see below).
Mechanistically, the very small direct OSN signal at the MC
soma appears to reflect shunting by gap junctions on the MC
apical dendrite rather than few anatomical OSN-to-MC connections. This conclusion was based on the fact that strong

OSN-EPSCs emerged in MCs in Cx36 KO mice. In our KO experiments, we were unable to exclude compensation effects (i.e.,
a scenario in which KO causes OSN-to-MC synapses to develop
that are otherwise rare). However, a situation in which there are
few OSN-to-MC synapses in normal animals would certainly be
of no less interest than our proposed shunting mechanism, since
it would go against the prevailing view about how OSNs signal to
MCs. If our conclusion is true, that OSN-to-MC synapses exist
but do not cause MCs to spike, what might they do? One possibility is that they mediate localized, subthreshold dendritic voltage signals that drive spike-independent transmitter release
(Castro and Urban, 2009). Another is that direct OSN signaling
onto MCs develops with age, if gap junction expression decreases.
Perhaps, as may occur for gap junctions in other circuits such as
the retina (Blankenship and Feller, 2010), gap junctions function
in young animals to coordinate MC development. Electrical coupling between MCs does appear to undergo moderate reductions
during the first several weeks of life (Maher et al., 2009), with
coupling coefficients being reduced from ⬃12% at P7–P10 to
⬃3% at P31–P40. This would fit roughly with the fact that the
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Figure 7. ET cells mediate strong multistep excitation of MCs. a, Voltage-clamp recording of MC excitatory currents evoked by ET cell stimulation (400 pA, 25 ms pulse) in an ET cell/MC pair. Four responses
thatwerebelowthresholdforgeneratinganLLDareshownsuperimposed.ThisMCalsodisplayedlargeLLDsinothertrials(exampleinbox).TracesofETcellvoltageareshownatbottom.b,SummaryofMCEPSCs
evoked by ET cell stimulation, including both large LLD and small sub-LLD responses (n ⫽ 5). Histogram also includes the amplitude of the ET cell response to MC stimulation (MC-to-ET; n ⫽ 8), showing that
ET-to-MCtransmissionisunidirectional.c,d,SimultaneousrecordingsofresponsestoONstimulation(16 A)inasame-glomerulusETcell/MCpair.Inthetwodisplayedtrialsinc,inwardexcitatorycurrentevents
intheMCarelockedtosinglespikesintheETcell(recordedinLCApatchmode;seedashedboxes).Thespike-lockedEPSCisalsoevidentintheaveragedtracesind(n⫽35),whichisshownalongwithacontrol
trace taken from shuffled trials. The onset latency of the MC current was measured by extrapolating a line fitted to the current rising phase to baseline. Error bars indicate SE.

Figure 8. Diffuse ET-to-MC signaling. a, Possible mechanism of ET-to-MC signaling in glomeruli: ET cells release glutamate from their
dendrites,whichactsonextrasynapticglutamatereceptorsonMCs.b,Thelow-affinitycompetitiveglutamatereceptorantagonist ␥-DGG
(500 M)reversiblyreducedtheEPSCinaMC(sub-LLDresponse)evokedbydirectstimulationofanETcellatthesameglomerulus(500pA,
50mspulse). ␥-DGG(500 M),however,didnotimpacttheEPSCinanETcellevokedbystimulationofOSNs(20 A,100 s;inbox).Alltracesin
figureareaveragesoffiveresponses.c,Summaryof ␥-DGGeffectsonvariousEPSCs,includingtheMCEPSCevokedbydirectETcellstimulation(left
bar),theETcellEPSCevokedbyOSNstimulation(middlebar),andtheMCEPSCevokedbyOSNstimulation(rightbar).AllMCEPSCsanalyzedwere
sub-LLDresponses.d,TheEPSCinaMCevokedbyOSNstimulationwasstronglyreducedby ␥-DGG.ErrorbarsindicateSE.*p⬍0.05.

apparent OSN-EPSC in MCs in our studies did increase modestly from ⬃7 pA at
P10 –P14 to ⬃20 pA at P24 –P30.
What explains the difference between
our study, which concludes that MCs generally receive very weak direct OSN signals,
from prior studies that report substantial
fast signals attributed to direct OSN-to-MC
signaling (Chen et al., 1997; Carlson et al.,
2000; Djurisic et al., 2008; De Saint Jan et al.,
2009; Najac et al., 2011)? The age of the test
animals, and possible differences in gap
junctional coupling, does not appear to be a
major factor. Most of the prior studies were
done in rodents between P14 and P30, and
even our somewhat older rats at P24 –P30
had quite small OSN-EPSCs in MCs (⬃20
pA). Also, our optogenetic experiments
showing weak direct OSN-to-MC signaling
were done in 4- to 5-week-old mice. Could
differences in the method of stimulating
OSNs explain the different conclusions
about OSN-signaling? In our analysis, we
found that electrical stimulation, the
method used in prior studies to activate
OSNs, can lead to large, fast EPSCs in MCs,
but only at higher stimulation intensities
that also directly activated MC apical dendrites. This result suggests that fast signals
evoked by stimulation in the ON layer could
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reflect MC-to-MC lateral excitation rather than OSN-to-MC signals. The recent study by Najac et al. (2011), which took some care in
analyzing fast EPSCs evoked by electrical stimulation, argued that
their fast signals were OSN-EPSCs based on their reversal of polarity
upon depolarization. However, the exact mechanisms of lateral excitation to allow interpretation of such results are presently unresolved (Pimentel and Margrie, 2008). Despite the lack of complete
resolution of the issue of what drives fast signals due to electrical
stimulation, it is important to emphasize that, in our studies, MCs
typically exhibited very small direct OSN-EPSCs when optogenetic
stimulation methods were used that selectively excited OSNs.
Multistep signaling mediated by tufted cells
In addition to providing evidence that MCs receive very weak
direct OSN signals, our studies also indicated that MCs receive
strong multistep signals through tufted cells. The tufted cellmediated signal, the polysynaptic LLD, was ⬃15- to 20-fold
larger than the putative direct OSN-EPSC in MCs (based on the
⬃120 and ⬃7 pA average signal magnitudes in responses to electrical stimulation). Tufted cells, rather than MCs, appear to play
the critical role in generating the LLD, since we found that direct
stimulation of tufted cells, but not MCs, routinely elicited an
LLD. Also, tufted cells, and not MCs, can be driven to spike by
direct OSN inputs (Fig. 2); this should result in global excitation
throughout a glomerulus ideally suited for generating an LLD.
Mechanistically, the relative ease at which tufted cells are excited by direct OSN inputs appears to reflect the fact that they
engage in only weak gap junctional coupling at apical dendrites.
Hence OSN signals are not shunted as in MCs. Why are the
multistep excitatory signals on MC apical dendrites derived from
tufted cells not shunted by gap junctions in the manner of direct
OSN signals? One explanation is the exact location of the participating glutamate receptors. Gap junctions may have larger effects on OSN signals if OSN-to-MC synapses are on more distal
portions of the MC apical dendrite compared with the glutamate
receptors that underlie tufted-to-MC signaling (Kasowski et al.,
1999) (but see Kosaka et al., 2001). It is also possible that all
signals in the MC apical dendrite are shunted by gap junctions to
varying degrees. Functionally, strong shunting of excitatory signals at the apical dendrite might contribute to an all-or-none
response across a glomerulus-specific network of MCs. By this
mechanism, it is only when a glomerulus undergoes concerted
activation, resulting in a massive glutamate transient that can be
detected by MCs, that shunting can be overcome.
The notion that multistep excitation exists as a form of signaling onto MCs is by no means a novel result (De Saint Jan et al.,
2009; Najac et al., 2011), yet our study is unique in that it argues
that the multistep path is the dominant path. The OSN-to-tuftedto-MC signaling path is also distinct from simple recurrent excitation. Recurrent excitation, for example in neocortex (Douglas
et al., 1995), occurs among excitatory cells of the same type,
whereas multistep signaling in OB involves intermediary cells,
tufted cells, that are distinct from MCs in active membrane properties (Liu and Shipley, 2008), interactions with GABAergic cells,
as well as the structures to which they send output signals (Ezeh et
al., 1993; Nagayama et al., 2004). Thus, in rough terms, the OB
circuit may be similar to the retina, where input signals must pass
through bipolar cells before reaching ganglion cells.
Functional implications
For olfactory information processing, our evidence that MC activation occurs through a multistep path involving tufted cells

suggests that there is a layer of processing in OB between OSNs
and MCs. Tufted cell-only-mediated processing, which could be
mediated by interactions with GABAergic periglomerular cells
(Hayar et al., 2004b; Murphy et al., 2005; Gire and Schoppa,
2009), may occur, for example, under conditions of low-tomedium excitation of OSNs, when tufted cells are directly activated by OSNs but there is no LLD to excite MCs. Having
excitatory signals pass through tufted cells could also be important for coordinating responses across a glomerulus-specific population of MCs. Our results also add additional weight to a longstanding idea that MCs and tufted cells could mediate two
distinct olfactory processing streams for signaling to cortex (Ezeh
et al., 1993; Nagayama et al., 2004). In addition to having axons
that go to distinct locations in the cortex, MCs and tufted cells
appear to have markedly different mechanisms of excitation by
OSNs. Tufted cells, being activated by direct OSNs, may be better
suited than MCs to code odor concentration, for example.
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